
MainOne's colocation service is designed for customers who own their IT 
infrastructure and want it housed in a secure and reliable facility 
operated by experts.

It provides a platform for customers to handle complex data operations 
effectively and at the same time have the flexibility to scale up 
operations to meet business demand effortlessly.

Reduced CAPEX:
Our customers do not have to deal with the capital expenditure involved in 
building their own data centers.

Reduced OPEX:
The operational expenses incurred by businesses running on premise data 
centers is significantly reduced as they can leverage on an outsourced facility 
complete with the expertise required to ensure uninterrupted service to their 
infrastructure.

Quick to market: 
Organizations can reduce their time to market by leveraging on our infrastructure 
to keep pace with the speed of a constantly evolving market and continuously 
scale the ever evolving needs of their businesses.

Redundancy: 
Our data center is serviced by multiple active power and cooling distribution 
paths, and redundant components which are concurrently maintainable. We 
have the capacity to provide 99.982% availability to all customer infrastructure 
hosted with us.

Our Network:
 As a carrier neutral data center, customers that collocate with us enjoy the 
benefits of having access to a trusted and reliable network and the chance to cross 
connect with any service provider of choice.

Scalability:
As our customers’ businesses grow and require more resources, our data center 
can provide the right capacity and performance in real time for new 
requirements.

Focus on Core Business: 
Customers outsourcing their data center services to us can focus on their core 
services for greater profitability, as they move away from managing IT 
infrastructure daily.

Technical Expertise: 
Customers colocated in our data center have access to expert staff who monitor, 
operate and maintain their infrastructure.

 POWER: 
High available power guaranteed via Direct National Grid Supply, backup generators in 
redundant configuration with extended 105,000 Liter Diesel storage and parallel diverse power 
distribution into each rack complete with full UPS Backup.

 SECURITY: 
World class physical and electronic security installations with 24x7x365 monitoring in place.

 COOLING:
 Cold Aisle containments serviced by Industrial grade chilled water cooling systems that deliver 
precision cooling  to the data halls and maintain humidity at 50% +/-5%.

 FIRE PROTECTION: 
Modular design with fire rating of up to 2 hours in each cavity. All critical equipment rooms 
protected by high speed laser, very early smoke detection (VESDA) systems and FM-200 gas 
based fire suppression system.

 CROSS CONNECT:
 The data center provides a cross connection service to establish high performing reliable 
network connections between customers that require connectivity to other customers or 
network providers.

REMOTE HANDS:
 The Remote Hands Service provides customers with a service to cater for routine checks and 
troubleshoot performance issues. This value-added offering provides dedicated and quali? ed 
engineers to act as “eyes and hands” to perform various maintenance support services on behalf 
of the customer who cannot physically visit the data center.

WORK AREA RECOVERY: 

The Data Center provides alternate work environments for authorized customer personnel who 

require direct access to their colocated infrastructure. It is also used in the event of a disaster or 

other business disruption which requires direct access to the servers or provision of alternative 

workspace due to inaccessibility of a primary work location.
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